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Although relationships involving sex contacts
and those involving needle-sharing contacts are
both salient for the transmission of a sexually
transmitted infection (STI) from one person to
another,1---4 research has demonstrated that these
different types of risky contacts provide different
probabilities for STI transmission.5---8 New
modeling techniques have demonstrated how
contact type and partnership networks combine
to determine the dynamics of infection transmission through networks.9 Framed in a classical susceptible, exposed, infected, recovered
framework, the conclusion that needle-sharing
ties tend to provide greater risk than do sexual
ties5---8,10 has stemmed from research largely
addressing 1 of 2 questions. First, given a population of uninfected individuals, how do differences in risky behaviors lead to differences in
subsequent STIs (i.e., focus on the transition
between susceptible and infected)? Second,
given sexual or needle-sharing contact between
serodiscordant individuals, what is the differential likelihood of infection depending on type
of contact (i.e., focus on the transition between
exposed and infected)? We know comparably
less about whether and how sex ties and
needle-sharing ties may differentially contribute
to the observed connectivity across a full risk
network (i.e., focus on the potential transition
between susceptible and exposed).

NETWORKS AND SEXUALLY
TRANSMITTED INFECTIONS
Although it is well known that both unprotected sexual contact and needle-sharing
contact can lead to infection spread, we know
little about the role each type of tie plays in
connecting a wider population. The potential
breadth of an STI epidemic rests on 2
network-related issues, which can either promote or constrain transmission across a population. First, given ties between infected and

Objectives. We examined how risk behaviors differentially connect a population at high risk for sexually transmitted infections.
Methods. Starting from observed networks representing the full risk network
and the risk network among respondents only, we constructed a series of
edge-deleted counterfactual networks that selectively remove sex ties, drug ties,
and ties involving both sex and drugs and a comparison random set. With these
edge-deleted networks, we have demonstrated how each tie type differentially
contributes to the connectivity of the observed networks on a series of standard
network connectivity measures (component and bicomponent size, distance,
and transitivity ratio) and the observed network racial segregation.
Results. Sex ties are unique from the other tie types in the network, providing
wider reach in the network in relatively nonredundant ways. In this population,
sex ties are more likely to bridge races than are other tie types.
Conclusions. Interventions derived from only 1 mode of transmission at a time
(e.g., condom promotion or needle exchange) would have different potential for
curtailing sexually transmitted infection spread through the population than
would attempts that simultaneously address all risk-relevant behaviors. (Am J
Public Health. 2013;103:322–329. doi:10.2105/AJPH.2012.300908)

susceptible individuals, the probability of infection varies by type of risk contact. For
example, the probability of an individual being
infected with HIV in a single contact varies
according to type of sexual contact and is
considerably higher for needle-sharing or
other “sharps” contact than for any single sex
act.5,6,10,11 This network-related aspect directly aligns with research regarding the
exposed to infected transition.6,8,11---14 Such
work provides important explanations of observed transmission dynamics and is at the
core of discussions regarding varying epidemic trajectories in different parts of the
world.11---13
Second, the levels of connection between
infected individuals and the wider population
alters the course of an epidemic, whether via
direct ties (those linking partners) or via indirect ties (those linking individuals to their
partners’ partners and their partners’ partners’
partners, etc.). Network reach identiﬁes how
many people are linked together through
direct and indirect paths and thus how widely
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an infection could potentially spread through
a population. Network redundancy identiﬁes the
number and pattern of links in that population,
which inﬂuences the likelihood that infections
will actually spread through the population.
Previous research demonstrates how reach, redundancy, and other network characteristics
shape the potential spread of an infection
through a population15 and how common such
patterns are in observed networks16 or epidemics.4 In practice, research taking this approach focuses on how readily such measures
account for population-level transitions from
susceptible to infected.
We focused on a third question that has not
been readily addressed previously: the link
between being susceptible and being exposed.
We examined whether and how sex and drug
ties serve to differentially provide STI-exposure
potential for uninfected individuals. Although
combining each of the approaches in a single
study would allow partial estimation of this
effect, we have demonstrated that our direct
attention to this speciﬁc question provides
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Note. The full network includes 4319 people (of 6019 total named) and the 13 901 ties between them. The respondent-only network consists of 595 respondents and the 1296 reported
connections between them.

FIGURE 1—Ties among (a) the giant connected component for the full network, and (b) the observed respondent-only network: Colorado Springs
Project 90, Colorado Springs, CO, 1988–1992.
new insights about population STI risk not
available through any of the previous approaches. These differences have important
implications for future STI research and intervention efforts.

RACE, NETWORKS, AND SEXUALLY
TRANSMITTED INFECTIONS
In the United States, research consistently
observes that African Americans have substantially higher rates of STIs than do Whites.17---25
Potential explanations of the sources of these
differences have ranged over empirical observations of African Americans having more
partners,19 higher rates of partnership concurrency (i.e., sex with more than 1 partner in
a given time period),26 and different mixing
patterns, which include bridging risk groups (e.g.,
linking network cores to noncore individuals)27
or bridging population groupings that are not
directly risk relevant (e.g., race, geography).24
Although each of these differences provides
a partial explanation for racial disparities in STI

prevalence, the differences remain robust
despite controls for these factors.19,21,22 Thus,
we examined whether the remaining unaccounted for racial difference in STIs partially
stems from the differential network connectivity
that different types of risk relationships provide.
We addressed these questions using Colorado Springs Project 90 data28---31 to examine
how sex ties, needle-sharing ties, and ties
involving both sex and needles differentially
connect a high-risk population. By selectively
removing types of ties from the contact network, we could evaluate the relative importance of each tie type for various measures of
network connectivity. We have elaborated
how these would alter the potential spread of
an STI through a population.

and injecting drug user populations. Data come
from 595 respondents using face-to-face interviews between 1988 and 1992 using an open
cohort design. Data collection focused on eliciting
characteristics of risk partnership networks that
allowed the research team to identify and interview as many people in the target population
as possible (injecting drug users, prostitutes, and
their sex and needle-sharing partners) and to
assess the size, structure, and epidemic potential
of the high-risk partnership network. Detailed
overviews of the study and sample design have
been published previously,28-- 30,32 and the
data have been used to examine the impact
of network structure on disease transmission.3,4,30,33

Analytic Strategy

METHODS
Our data come from the Colorado Springs
Project 90 study, which was a Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention---funded project
focused on HIV transmission in heterosexual
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We constructed 2 observed networks, each of
which represents ties involving sexual contact,
ties involving shared drugs, and ties involving
both sexual and drug-sharing contact. The
respondent-only network consists of the 595
respondents and the 1296 reported connections
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ties were selected completely at random
(i.e., indifferent as to whether the tie involved
sex, drugs, or both sex and drugs).

TABLE 1—Observed Dyad and Network Characteristics: Colorado Springs Project 90,
Colorado Springs, CO, 1988–1992
Characteristic

Respondents Plus Named Alters

Respondents Only

Dyadic
Ties, no.
Sex

2400

Drug

9686

853

1815
13 901

243
1296

Sex

0.02

–0.07

Drug

0.38

0.03

Sex and drug

0.18

0.03

0.29

0.02

Sex and drug
Total

200

Racial/ethnic segregation index

All

Full network
Nodes, no.
Component membership

6019
0.72

595
0.87

Bicomponent membership

0.41

0.74

Relative reach

0.0003

0.009

Transitivity ratio

0.26

0.33

Racial/ethnic segregation index

0.41

0.23

among them (Figure 1b). We extracted the
respondent-only network from the larger, full
network, which additionally includes all ties
respondents reported having with other individuals (alters) who were not study participants.
In addition to reporting their own ties to these
alters, respondents could report on the ties
among their alters (“matrix ties”) and ties
those alters had with up to 1 other associate who
was not among the respondent’s contacts
(“associate ties”). Our analyses included all these
additional (matrix and associate) tie nominations.34 The full network consists of 6019
individuals (595 respondents and 5424 nonrespondents) and the 13 901 reported ties
among them (Figure 1,a). Descriptive statistics
for these respondents and their named alters
are show in Table A (available as a supplement to the online version of this article at
http://www.ajph.org).
We examined how sex ties, drug ties, and ties
involving both differentially contribute to the
observed connectivity of the network separately for the respondent-only and for the full
networks. First, we computed several connectivity measures. We developed a strategy
for assessing how each tie type contributes to
these network connectivity measures by

selectively removing them from the observed
networks then quantifying their changes in the
edge-removed networks. This edge removal
process started with the observed networks,
then randomly selected n ties of type k 500
times for each combination of settings. The
results show n in increments of 2%, ranging
from 2% to 12% of all ties in the full network
and up to 14% of all ties in the respondent-only
network. We stopped at 12% for the full
network because removing that proportion of
all ties (those including both sex and drugs)
removes all “both” ties. Similarly, for the
respondent-only network beyond 14%, removing that proportion of all ties as sex ties
removes all sex ties. Extended comparisons of
other remaining ties beyond these cutoffs
do not appreciably change the described patterns. We, therefore, have presented only
the range for which we could compare the
contributions of all 3 tie types (the additional
comparisons are available from j. a.). To compare the effects of different tie types on connectivity, k included 4 different types of ties.
The ﬁrst 3 are those of analytical interest: sex
ties, drug ties, and ties that include both sex
and drugs. A baseline for comparison involved
the same process of edge removals in which
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Measures
To capture the extent of network connectivity, we computed a series of measures on the
observed and edge-removed networks. Table 1
presents the base-level statistics for each of
the network-based measures from the observed networks separately for the respondentonly and the full networks. A “component” is
a set of persons connected by a path of any
length (i.e., a direct or indirect path containing
any number of intermediaries). Components
can be thought of as capturing the widest
potential diffusion of a single STI epidemic. We
computed the size of the largest component as
the count of persons linked together in the
largest component. Most large networks contain
a giant component35 comprising more than half
of all network members connected through
a chain of relations, and this is true of both the
observed respondent and the full networks.
Network components are considered fragile
if single nodes or edges are responsible for
connecting different portions of the network.
Measures of network robustness capture portions of the networks that have greater than
minimal connectivity (i.e., constitute a component). A bicomponent identiﬁes subgroups in
the largest component in which every person is
connected by at least 2 completely independent paths.15,36 In terms of risk contact networks, bicomponents are subsections of the
network in which the potential for pathogens to
follow multiple distinct routes between pairs of
nodes elevates the likelihood of transmission.
Because the bicomponent is a subset of the
largest component, to avoid documenting the
same contributions twice—as would have been
the case if we had simply computed the size of
the largest bicomponent—we measured the
relative size of the largest bicomponent, which
identiﬁes the proportion of nodes in the largest
component that is also biconnected.
Many observed connected networks display
relatively short distances between any 2 randomly selected nodes.37 The geodesic distance
between nodes refers to the number of ties on
the shortest path between them. In terms of
epidemic potential, diseases spread much more
efﬁciently across shorter distances. Thus, we
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Note. All differences are significantly different (P<.01).

FIGURE 2—Changes for the simulated counterfactual full network with the indicated percentage of all edges removed as sex ties, drug ties, ties
involving sex and drugs, or random ties for (a) largest component size, (b) relative size of largest bicomponent, (c) relative average distance, and
(d) transitivity ratio: Colorado Springs Project 90, Colorado Springs, CO, 1988–1992.

measured the relative distance as a ratio of the
average geodesic distance between all observed
pairs of nodes in the connected component to
the maximum potential length of that path. This
measure is necessarily limited to those who
are connected (i.e., are part of a single component). The longest a path could be between
a pair of nodes in the connected component is
the size of the connected component minus 1.
The transitivity ratio identiﬁes the proportion
of i-k pairs for which a tie exists given the
presence of ties between i-j and j-k.38 A higher
transitivity ratio indicates greater clustering of
a network, which can be thought of as the
amount of recursion in the networks. This would
indicate networks that are more locally robust
and have a smaller span than do networks with
lower transitivity and similar density. In terms of

epidemic potential, this can be thought of as
indicating the greater likelihood of successful
transmission over short distances at the expense
of efﬁcient transmission over longer distances.

Racial/Ethnic Segregation
The ﬁnal characteristic of the networks that
we examined was the level of observed racial/
ethnic segregation. For this, we used Freeman’s segregation index,39 which captures
how much racial segregation in an observed
network differs from random mixing. A value
of 0 would mean that ties in and between
categories are distributed at random; a value
of +1 would indicate perfectly segregated
networks (all ties in category), whereas negative values indicate greater than random
cross-group ties—as would be seen in
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heterogamous features. The index identiﬁes
the extent of cross-race ties compared with
what would be expected if ties were formed at
random with respect to race, accounting for
the racial distribution of the population. Respondents were able to separately report their
race and ethnicity. In this population, however,
virtually all respondents who identiﬁed as
Hispanic also identiﬁed as White. As such, for
this population, race/ethnicity was not an
identiﬁably independent dimension (hence the
4 categories reported in the online supplement). More important for the current examination, although we computed the segregation
index using all 4 race/ethnicity categories
identiﬁed, race (and not ethnicity) was the
dominant characteristic on which we observed
segregation of ties. As such, although we used
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FIGURE 3—Changes for the simulated counterfactual participant-only network with the indicated percentage of all edges removed as sex ties,
drug ties, ties involving sex and drugs, or random ties for (a) largest component size, (b) relative size of largest bicomponent, (c) relative average
distance, and (d) transitivity ratio: Colorado Springs Project 90, Colorado Springs, CO, 1988–1992.

both in the construction of the measure, we
have focused the discussion on race, which was
the salient driver of relational segregation we
observed and have attempted to explain.

RESULTS
We present the analyses for the full network
edge deletions ﬁrst, then limit discussion of
ﬁndings for the respondent-only network to
those ﬁndings that differ from the full network
analyses.

Full Network
Connectivity measures. Figure 2 presents line
graphs for how the edge deletions of the
various tie types differentially inﬂuenced network connectivity for the full network. The
observed full network has a giant component

that connects approximately 70% of the population who have any ties involving sex, ties
involving drugs, or ties involving sex and drugs.
At each level of edge removal, removing sex
ties reduces the size of the connected component more severely than does any other tie
type, with drug tie removals diminishing the
giant component size at a lesser rate than does
removing ties at random.
Approximately 40% of the individuals in the
observed connected component were connected via more than 1 pathway (i.e., are part of
the largest observed bicomponent). Removing
sex ties increased the proportion of ties in the
connected component that are in the biconnected core, whereas drug tie removals decreased the proportion of individuals who are
robustly connected in this way. Conceptually,
this means that drug ties are more likely to
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provide additional redundant indirect pathways among those in the connected component, whereas sex ties do not provide this same
network robustness. With respect to the average distance, we found that removing sex ties
increased the distance between nodes. Drug tie
removals also increased the relative average
distance observed in the graph but at a lower
rate than did random tie removals. With respect to transitivity in the network, among all
instances in which 2 people share a common
alter, approximately 25% of those pairs are
also directly tied to one another. As ties are
removed from the network, sex tie removals
increased the levels of transitivity in the network. Drug tie and both tie removals each
decreased the observed transitivity ratio but at
rates greater and less than random tie removals, respectively.
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FIGURE 4—Racial/ethnic segregation for respective levels of edge deletion in the full
network, and the network consisting only of P90 respondents: Colorado Springs Project 90,
Colorado Springs, CO, 1988–1992.

Although each of these individual patterns
describes important aspects of sex and drug tie
contributions to network connectivity in this
population, the full contribution of these analyses comes only through their combination.
In general, the combined ﬁndings suggest that
the most dramatic effects on connectivity are
because of sex ties. Speciﬁcally, sex ties spread
the network to the widest population, but they
do so with connectivity that is somewhat
fragile: they do not involve the same level of
recursion that drug ties do—whether at the
local level (via transitivity) or at the level of
longer indirect pathways (i.e., bicomponent
connectivity). In a network composed exclusively of heterosexual sex ties, transitivity is
impossible. From a disease-eye view, however,
ties can combine in any pattern; thus, once
combined with the population’s drug ties, sex
ties can provide for the form of local robustness
in the combined network—the focus of our
analyses. This combination of ﬁndings can be
interpreted as thinking of sex ties as producing
tendrils that reach out into the wider population
but provide (comparatively) fewer reconnections to the strongest core(s) of the network.
Racial/ethnic segregation. Figure 4 presents
the network racial/ethnic segregation for
respective levels of edge deletion. Overall,
the level of racial segregation in the observed full network is moderate (;0.41). Sex
ties also uniquely contribute to observed

racial/ethnic segregation in the network.
Sex tie edge removals increase the level of
segregation, whereas drug tie removals decrease the level of racial segregation in
the network. Edge removals of ties involving
both sex and drugs do not differ substantially from removing random ties, each having virtually no effect on racial segregation
in counterfactual networks. This suggests
that in the full network, sex ties more frequently serve as a bridge across races in this
population, whereas drug ties appear to serve
to robustly connect populations of the same
race. There are several potential ways that
this observed pattern could arise—in particular, potential racial differences in commercial
sex work participation among the population.
It is also possible that geographic constraints
contribute to observed patterns of racial
mixing.40

Respondent-Only Network
Connectivity measures. More of the
respondent-only network is contained in the
giant connected component, has more of that
component that is also part of the bicomponent,
and has nodes that are separated by comparatively shorter distances and are more likely to
exhibit transitivity than is the full network (data
available as a supplement to the online version
of this article at http://www.ajph.org). Figure 3
shows the edge removal effects on each of the
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network connectivity measures for the
respondent-only network.
In the respondent-only network, edge removals affect connectivity measures in largely
the same pattern as observed for the full network. Sex ties occupy unique positions in the
network and appear to add tendril-like additional, but sparse connectivity to the network. In
the full network (Figure 2), drug ties played the
primary counter role to sex ties (e.g., their removal led to declines in measured transitivity,
whereas sex tie removals increased transitivity),
whereas ties involving both sex and drugs had
little appreciably different effect compared with
ties removed at random. For the respondent-only
network (Figure 3), this counter role is more
consistently ﬁlled by ties that include both sex
and drugs (e.g., they serve the role of providing
the redundant ties in the network), whereas it is
drug-only ties that do not appreciably differ from
removing ties at random.
Racial/ethnic segregation. With respect to
racial segregation, edge removals in the
respondent-only network reveal the same pattern for the full network: sex ties are substantially more likely to form bridges across
racial groups, and drug ties are more likely to
be contained within race. Overall, the level of
racial/ethnic segregation in the respondentonly network is substantially lower (;0.23)
than that in the full network.

DISCUSSION
We found that sex ties were key to network
expansiveness but that this expansiveness is
fragile: sex ties bring in more of the population,
but the people reached through sex-only ties
tend not to be multiply linked to the core
network. Moreover, sex ties are key to bridging
races. This pattern is true for both the directly
observed respondent-only network and the
larger, more racially segregated full network
they report on.
These ﬁndings have potentially important
implications for how we understand STI spread
through a population. They suggest that interventions focused on only 1 mode of transmission at a time (e.g., condom promotion or
needle exchange programs) would have different potential for curtailing STI spread. For
example, interventions related to condom promotion alone might reduce the breadth of
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a potential epidemic in the full population,
whereas needle exchange programs might reduce the likelihood of STI growth in the core of
the network.
Because epidemic potential turns on transmissibility, these results suggest that interventions aimed at a highly infectious STI would do
best to focus on the broad- but weak-reaching
sex ties; whereas interventions focusing on
hard to transmit STIs might best be targeted at
the redundancies built into drug exchange
networks. Ultimately, of course, intervention
efforts focused on both would be necessary,
because it is clear that neither of these risk
behaviors is sufﬁciently uniquely positioned in
the network to alone explain network epidemic
potential.
Our ﬁndings also have important implications for interpreting STI risk in the speciﬁc
Project 90 context. For this population, we
learned that—compared with other ties involving risky behavior—sex ties provide unique
connectivity patterns. In particular, their
bridging characteristics seem much more akin
to the reach provided by weak social ties,41
an effect that has also been observed among
high school romantic relationships.42 This pattern is likely the result of the unique social
conﬁgurations of drug and sex behavior; that
is, the drug ties have more strong tie characteristics with higher density among partners’
partners41—perhaps through trust developed
from coparticipating in illegal behavior or
through shared relationships that provide robust access to drug supply in the event of
a single node’s removal (e.g., through arrest).
What is less clear is how what we learned
from this speciﬁc sample can be translated to
other contexts. First, for the risk population at
large in Colorado Springs, we learned that
a focus exclusively on the at-risk population
would have led to different conclusions than
does including their named alters. In particular,
the racial composition of ties to the wider
sample was more diverse than was that in the
high-risk set alone, leading to greater cross-race
epidemic potential than might be assumed
from the respondents only. Most generally,
this work suggests that prediction of effects
from targeted intervention attempts rooted in
existing network-based approaches (e.g., reducing bridging ties17) may be misestimated if
generated from a core sample that might be

unrepresentative of the wider at-risk population. As with all case studies, we need to
further examine how these differential risk
contributions may be different outside the
Colorado Springs context.
In general, the network foundations of public
health research will likely beneﬁt from taking
seriously the multiplex nature of disease-carrying ties. The effect of risk behaviors on corresponding network patterns, and ultimately on
epidemic potential, could not have been captured if we had focused on any of these ties to
the exclusion of others. Although sex ties play
a particularly unique role in connecting members of this population, they do so in a way that
is fundamentally intertwined with the unique,
and in some ways counterbalancing, patterns
contributed by drug ties (in the full network)
and ties involving both sex and drugs (in the
respondent-only network).
The biggest picture implication of this work,
then, is that future public health network research should fully explore the multiple ways
people are connected. Rather than simply
a connection of pipes that carry disease, network
ties likely unfold and evolve in characteristic
ways. We have seen the trace of that character
in the structural location of types of ties, but we
might similarly ﬁnd differential behavior derived from the life course of a relation. We know
that long-term sex partners are less likely to
use condoms, for example, but does this life
course effect differ if the tie was ﬁrst embedded
in a drug exchange? As we move on to the next
generation of public health---relevant network
science, integration of these sorts of questions
with our networks as pipes models will be
crucial. j
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Supplement Table 1. Observed Respondent Characteristics
Attribute
Respondent Characteristics
Sex
Race / Ethnicity

Description

Percent

Female
White
Black
Hispanic
Other

45.9
60.5
19.3
15.0
5.2

Age*

Years

29.1

Risk Group:

IDU

51.1

Sex/Drug ties:

Prostitute

22.2
[44.6]

Pimp
At least one

7.9
[15.8]
97.6

Two or more

89.8

Average # of named Partners*

13.0

NOTES:
*All numbers presented are the percent of each category who have the described characteristic,
except age, which is the mean (in years) and average number of named partners.
For “pimps” and “prostitutes” we also report [in brackets] the gender-specific percentage, i.e., the
percent of in-category males who are pimps and of females who are prostitutes.

